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Transforming Safe Motherhood into a Social Movement
WRA National Alliances
*Grassroots Networks for Policy Change and Community Mobilization*

1,600 → 16,000 Members

150 Countries  15 National Alliances
Delivering policy results around the world

- Renewed Commitment to Abuja - Africa

PROGRESS TOWARDS THE ABUJA HEALTH COMMITMENT
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Delivering policy results around the world

➢ Renewed Commitment to Abuja - Africa

➢ Roadmaps for Decreasing Maternal Mortality - Kenya

➢ Child Marriage Laws - Yemen

➢ More Health Workers - Tanzania

➢ Implementation of Existing Policies - India
WRA Advocacy in Action: *Play Your Part*
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Social Watch: *Mobilizing Civil Society to Compel Government Accountability for Policy Implementation*

A *people-centered* strategy *speaking truth to power*
Social Watch: Mobilizing Civil Society to Compel Government Accountability for Policy Implementation

I. Gather Information

II. Spread Awareness

III. Speak Out
Looking to the Future…